I. Call to Order – 7:41pm
II. Opening Roll Call
III. Approval of the Agenda
   a. Motion to approve; seconded
   b. Objection; Ben
      i. Add to representative reports; seconded; approved
   c. Objection; Kevin
      i. Add A.R. 5-042 under old business; seconded; approved
   d. Objection; Thomas
      i. Add to representative reports; seconded; approved
   e. Objection; Sloane
      i. Add to representative reports; seconded; approved
   f. Objection; Jared
      i. Motion to consider all LSA appointments as one; seconded; approved
   g. Motion to approve agenda as amended; seconded; approved
IV. Approval of the Previous Minutes
   a. Minutes from 20th meeting on February 9th, 2016 (Sent via email)
      i. Motion to approve; seconded; approved
V. Guest Speakers
   a. Kristen Kerecman, Diana, and Jenny – Innovate Blue
      i. Jenny - Kristen couldn’t be here, we’re Jenny and Diana. I see some
         familiar faces. I’m Jenny, a staff member with innovate blue. Just here to
         shed light on who we are. A campus wide initiative similar to planet blue,
         funded by the provost and engaged learning, mission is to centralize the
         university. Center for Entrepreneurship, etc. all programs exist, many are
         campus wide and our job is to help students navigate this system. We have
         a minor, I’m an advisor and a bit of a concierge. We have 15 centers that
         exist and they put on great programs. You can get firsthand exposure,
         competitions on campus, opportunities to unite these different centers.
         Also over 30 student orgs in the entrepreneurial space, help them talk to
         one another. We help support that. We have an events calendar on the
         website with events on campus as well as opportunities in Ann Arbor and
         Detroit. The calendar is a way to make sure we aren’t over programming
         one another, which happens a lot on this campus. Also had over 300
         student ventures launched last year, over 50 undergrad and 60 grad
         classes, mostly action based/engaged opportunities. Part of our role is to
         keep tabs on who the ventures are and what they do.
      ii. Diana – Hi I’m Diana, a student associate. This year our main project is
          called Made at Michigan, a print magazine of our ventures. We wanted a
          way to highlight these student ventures. We’re taking applications,
          encouraging students to apply, will be a great historical legacy at all levels
on campus and across the country. Who’s heard of Companion? They were birthed out of our classes. Another example is Blueprints for Pangea, social entrepreneurship group, partner with hospitals and take unused medical supplies and donate to areas of need. We want to make sure that students of all backgrounds are able to apply to this.

iii. Jenny – Kind of like a yearbook, hope to expand that moving forward to include alumni. Kristen’s main office is the vice provost for global communications, her job is to report at a high level, will get a lot of high level exposure. Made at Michigan, the more people you talk to, a lot of people think entrepreneurship is starting a business, not necessarily, share with them the application it’s on the home page of our website. A lot of cool ventures coming out of UM. We have a 15 credit minor available to all undergrads with exception of Ross students. Also a 9 credit supplemental study program. At the grad level, the center has a certificate they’re working on and have some exciting classes they’re working on for all students. We are multidisciplinary. One of the top 10 minors on campus, 180 students declared. Also we have a directory on our website, all in one place, you can filter through it, a huge value add when we were formed to unite people. Our email is innovateblue.umich.edu, on the first floor of the Ugli. Questions?

1. Cooper – of the 300, any who left university or all who have graduated? A – ones we captured last year were all current students. Historically haven’t been great with tracking that. Made at Michigan is one of first efforts, beyond that we are trying to work with students in creating independent study opportunities for students can work on their venture for credit and remain enrolled. We can’t create classes; we’re not a department. Center for entrepreneurship is working on it.

2. Romi - I tried getting in to ES 212? A – Not available for Ross students. Created solely for the minor, to capture fundamental skills for non-Ross students. Trying to work on that right now.
   a. If LSA student wants to take it and it’s full but they want minor? A – What’s been happening, the way it works is they want to see class full before they open another section, always been able to open 2nd section, then need waitlist, likely not going to add names but please do. Also offered in Spring term.

iv. Jenny - UM ranked 7th in entrepreneurial education, had highest jump ever in one year jumped 11 spots, never ranked before last year. We show the strength of the university when we work together. Getting to show our strength of a multidisciplinary education.

v. Diana – if you’re interested, come talk to us, take a few classes.
1. Cooper – Freshmen, sophomore, getting involved or weighted another way? A – Definitely was program where you find out where you’re a junior before innovate blue, we’ve been focusing on reaching out to undergraduate admissions, campus day presentations, table in the UgLi. Festifall we had first years who had heard about us, which was exciting. Do see more demand from freshmen and sophomores. Center just launched leaders program, almost like an honors track to the minor, 2 year program, been a definite shift.

2. Cooper – Talk a little about entrepreneurship hour? A – 1 credit pass/fail course, 8 people in first class, now there’s a wait list. Bring in high profile, successful entrepreneurs, oftentimes alumni to talk about how they got where they are now. Super inspiring, can’t help but want to be part of that change. Erin, former CS in Engineering now project manager at Yahoo. A lot of other alums, all classes are videotaped, purpose of class was exposure. 15 years ago was nonexistent, class was started and speaks for itself now. Nice way to get introduced and take it from there. Thank you, we brought some swag.

VI. Community Concerns
   a. Eitan Katz (Michigan Hillel)
      i. Hi everyone, I’m Eitan, a junior, chair of Hillel. Want to talk about a goal I have for campus to create personal relationships between leaders of student orgs, easy for us to get insular, trying to break out of that bubble which happens when we form student relationships. Also want to tell you about what we’re doing at Hillel. First, DEI Hillel hosted a Town Hall, really great, interesting conversation; excited to see where that goes. Also a speaker, Yavilah McCoy, really interesting, whole weekend, community learned a lot. Also having group within Hillel putting on musical called Parade, Free this weekend, Friday 7, Saturday 8, Sunday 3pm. Cool conversation afterwards. At Methodist church. April 10, good deeds day, still in the works, will be great. Look forward to getting to know you on a personal basis. Shabbat dinner every Friday, free dinner. Thank you.
   b. Mozhgan – Boycott Israel
      i. Hi everybody, I come here pretty often, yesterday UC Davis passed resolution to boycott companies who help Israel maintain deadly grip on Palestinians. All pretty well known to all of you smart people, want to see similar thing happened here, large groups past few years who think human rights being destroyed by state of Israel and want to see this university divest from Israel, divesting from things that kill people, bombs Israel uses on children, all kinds of human rights violations, what I really want is for you young smart people not to get comfortable with racist Nazi state, Israel is an apartheid Nazi Zionist state. You can stop it. 2 years in a row,
hundreds of students chanted divest. There are people here who have been inspired by those actions. Stand up and do the right thing. Those who do it will be happy they stood up and accomplish a lot of things. You smart and leaders should be doing that

c. Blaine Coleman – Boycott Israel

i. Wonder why this campus wont pass…Israel massacred thousands in Lebanon and Gaza, only thing to think is Israel has made it normal to massacre thousands of Arabs and still be considered normal. Mainstream presidential candidates get more popularity. This has ben Israel’s singular contribution to public life, to establish principle to no upper limit on amount of Arabs you can kill and be considered normal and democratic. You’re young and smart enough to break that stereotype in your head, not normal. Not normal for Israel to massacre 2 years ago, 2006, smart enough that wasn’t normal for Europe colonists to take over Palestine and call it a new name. a racist state, those are kind words. Racist assassin state, assassination on a mass scale treated as normal. Don’t think of that as normal, approve a boycott Israel resolution, this is what brought down the apartheid government of South Africa. This is very racist, Israel is going the same way, and you can speed it up by boycotting Israel. Think about it.

VII. Executive Communications

a. Cooper – 2 things, pleasure of speaking with Provost Pollack, course evaluation update. 2 committees have turned in recommendations to provost, pleased with collaboration, means progress, shout out to Sean and Anushka making sure fighting for student rights. More to come. Progress being made. Thrilled to see athletics department continued commitment to students, no increase in ticket prices from last year, and need-based ticket pricing.

b. Sean – thanks all for passing 2 resolutions we authored, presented and members of committee were interested to hear about support center. Also have begun process with Kendall, new CIC chair, also met with current chairs to discuss improvements for structure.

c. Anushka – wolverine consulting group, have them all hired, really excited about that, after spring break will have first cases.

d. Jacob – excited to welcome senator Debbie Stabenow tomorrow, League 2pm, ask that you send email to RSVP, speaking on student debt. Also report of elections director, there are some changes, increases to number of representatives to body this year. I have hired assistant, 3rd year law student, helping with election code. Candidate packet completed and will be available Thursday. UEC received request for advisory opinion by Joseph Ambrose, filed brief on behalf of CSG, UEC met and voted that petitioner in violation of election code and will be assessed demerits. I was cited on same page as Scalia which was exciting.

i. Cam – see finalized list of Wolverine consulting group? A – Will send out.

VIII. Report of the Speaker
a. Noah – happy Tuesday, Austen Park has resigned his seat, rules working to fill. Committee report template is done, please start using this week, and please give as much information as possible. North Campus meeting March 29th, East Room of Pierpont Commons, same meeting time. Sunday packet will be extra long and have directions. Agenda packet is on front page of website, A.R. 5-042 was added, is on our website.

b. Hannah – Hand dryers passed, have equipment ordered, goal is to have installed during spring break. Attendance, sent some emails, deadline is Tuesdays before meetings start, paperless now so if you forgot can fill in real quick. Tiesto research, I’m indifferent.

c. Noah – D congress Sunday 7pm, questions ask Dylan.
   ii. Romi – if we know someone go through rules? A – goes through BBA council.

IX. Representative Reports
a. Ben Meisel – Reached out to students, thrilled about event, not about timing during week of most exams of any week in semester. Yesterday, photo company there are 2 dates in March, 14th/16th second week we come back, in contact with Union and Pierpont to change to those dates, passed resolution, in interest of advertising and most students planning on moving event, nature is to engage with the most students as possible. Union also has 2 students next to each other, not as well lit but that’s booked, photography company already paid. Any suggestions for other central campus locations would be helpful. Looking at the Dude instead of Pierpont, room available is size of ballroom, doesn’t make a lot of sense. In contact now to do that. Another place on north let me know. Bryce and Alex offered to help me with marketing, if anyone else wants to help that would be helpful.
   i. Wes – Lighting, company doesn’t have lights to take care of that? A – they have, natural light is better for headshots. Not opposed to using them just looking for best possible.
   iii. Katy – BBB Room on North campus

b. Thomas Hislop – hi everyone, anyone noticed crows on campus? Infestation of crows. Turns out due to warm temperatures, estimated 3k-5k crows, working with facilities, want the daily to pick this up. Michigan Football Advisory Board, working on building football student section, trying to gather support and figure out name, having meeting soon to discuss, let me know if you want to come.
   i. Jared – Why crows causing issues? A – (Katy) – Walk between Angell and Oakland, get crapped on, big fear of mine. (Thomas) Safe and trees makes perfect place. Penn State had issue and brought sonic noise emitters. (Katy) Lived in Newbery, Ann Arbor used to fire gun-sounding things but it didn’t work?
ii. Jared – Scarecrow building contest?
c. Sloane Forbush – Cam and I tabling resolution, got some ideas from LSA on mental health, want to talk to environmental psychologist on space and mental health for union renovations.

X. Committee Reports
   a. Rules Committee
      i. Jared – Confusion, Ramon chose bad time, Pieology is busy. Talked about a couple things. Fixing executive commissions in compiled code, also ethics committee stuff. Additionally fixing how operating procedure says packets are done.
      ii. Ramon – Concern about finding members, out of our hands, up to SG (for Ross).
      iii. Jared – Helps to have people on inside.
          1. Sean – more explicit on fixing with commissions? A – giving broad general guidelines instead of specifics. Having listed would mean a lot of work for rules chair.

b. Finance Committee (Report Attached)
   i. Ben – nature of reporting, working on template that’s more applicable to what we’re doing as a committee, standardized for template of budgeting. In terms of resolutions in front of us, straightforward, can’t fund water bottles, wasn’t at finance committee, exam and birthday, questions?
      1. Michael – turns out we can fund water bottles, changing up plan of reaching out to student orgs first, see how much water there is. Try to find out how much water and then how many vans we need.
      2. Erin – How much currently in legislative discretionary? A – (Ben) between 10-12k? (Kevin) – allocated 20k, spent 6800, just over 13k not counting resolutions tonight.

c. Communications Committee
   i. Reach out to Katy or Taylor if you have questions.

d. Resolutions Committee (Report Attached)
   i. Lucky – will read Swathi’s report, not many people there, Sarah Brenner had resolution?
   ii. Jacob – Motion to bring A.R. 5-041 back from committee and add to old business
       2. Motion to approve; seconded; approved
   iii. Lucky – If you’re an author show up Sunday.

XI. Election and Recall of Members
   a. Confirmation of Michael Sacchetti as an LSA Representative, Confirmation of Allison Tuohy as an LSA Representative, Confirmation of Dylan Bennett as an LSA Representative, Confirmation of Craig Motola as an LSA Representative
      i. Alison – hi everyone, freshman in LSA, very excited to get involved.
      ii. Michael – also first year, excited to bring my ideas and thoughts to CSG.
iii. Dylan – hi everyone, sophomore, on Detroit commission, d-congress on Sunday, looking forward to seeing you there and working with you.

iv. Craig – sophomore, looking forward to working with you.
   1. David – congratulations, curious with 4-5 weeks left what you hope to accomplish?
      a. Alison – had great campus day experience with Bobby Dishell, was really inspiring.
      b. Michael – specific would like to work on mental health, expansion of SAPAC and CAPS. Resources on campus can be expanded.
      c. Dylan – being a sophomore, noticed a lot of problems, every voice and vote matters, can certainly voice opinion and have impact.
      d. Craig – gain experience on government prior to March.

v. Motion to confirm all; seconded; approved

XII. New Business
   a. A.R. 5-044: A Resolution Calling for a Lifesaving, All-Encompassing Medical Amnesty Policy for the University and State of Michigan
      i. First reads
         1. Reid Murdoch- Hi everyone, I’m law student working on drug policy, product of research, we created petition in regards to this resolution, would bring university in line of practices of universities around the country. We think in light of drug overdose deaths this would be practical, pragmatic policy. Main aspect is calling on board of regents to modernize policy to have inclusive medical amnesty, happy to open up to questions.
            a. David – really interesting, my understanding would go to statement of student rights and responsibilities, no connection to amnesty right now. What are thoughts when alcohol policy doesn’t have connection? A – my position is that’s an oversight on the board of regents behalf, not just necessarily statement, understand there’s a standards and practices guide, you’re making the case for the need of this policy. Medical amnesty in Michigan, if under 21 and having alcohol overdose, call 911 can still be expelled or suspended but not arrested. Should apply when anyone uses substance in illicit manner, should not prevent them from calling 911. Narrowly tailored that would save lives.
            b. Zach – clarifying, if passed and implemented only apply to UM PD not AA PD? A – thanks for clarifying, would only apply to UM PD and SSRR, part of addressing that, until state passes full amnesty, until then important to
communicate to students what this would cover. As it stands now, a lot of confusion.

c. David – current policies that exist on campus? A – all disciplinary manners handled by OSCR, they have huge amount of latitude, might impose educational measures or expel someone, not clear what implications would be. We think unacceptable deterrent to calling for help.

d. Michael – clarify argument as to why believe a student shouldn’t be sanctioned with time away from campus? A – suspension can have all sorts of consequences, might have to report to professional licensing board, affect financial aid eligibility. More about ensuring students safety. This policy is for very narrow subset of situations of where there’s an emergency. Not acceptable to not call for help due to fear of suspension. Would be open to university imposing educational conditions.

i. If already practice OSCR has, what’s changing? If education isn’t helping, how would removing sanctioning ability help them? A – issue of policy cost-benefit, never acceptable for illegal substances. Policies in OSCR leave latitude, up to discretion of OSCR. Narrow situation in which someone is having medical crisis. Would submit that someone having medical crisis is aware of issues, job of university if to make sure life is saved.

2. Sarah Brenner – Not likely that OD is repeat offender, more likely that one time we want to cover.

a. Ben – What does policy have to do with statement? A – Not mentioned now.

b. Jacob – It is mentioned.

i. State law is mentioned, university policy is not mentioned.

ii. Comments on how to improve

1. David – my suggestion, to work closely with state efforts, preemptive to introduce to campus before state level.

2. Hannah – second resolve clause, to me, more of whereas, didn’t seem like action that went with it. Starts on 46.

3. Erin – Sarah add your name as an author.

4. David – if you have statistics of drug overdoses, would be powerful thing to include.

5. Michael – for me, could do some finessing on whereas clause, argument isn’t clear to me. Take a second look.

iii. Referred to resolutions committee
XIII. Old Business
   a. A.R. 5-038: A Resolution to Support the Creation of an “Undocumented Student Resource Guide”
      i. Second reads
         1. Anushka – Added line that CIC chair will be responsible for appointing someone or appoint someone.
      ii. Proposed amendments
         1. Jacob – line 21, “chair or designee responsible for upkeep”
            a. Not friendly
            b. Amendment withdrawn
         2. Zach - instead of CIC chair, same line, commissions change name
            a. Anushka – thought about it
            b. Zach – or any future commissions with similar objective
            c. David – would hope it would be inferred
            d. Jacob POI Clause in compiled code that minor name changes are accepted
            e. Amendment withdrawn
      iii. Third reads
      iv. Vote
         1. 28 in favor, 1 opposed, 1 abstention.
         2. Resolution passes
            a. No with rights
               i. Ramon – like the resolution, rules-wise concerned about first resolved clause, executive commissions, don’t think we should be able to force chair to do anything.
                  1. Jacob – POI next step is filing with CSJ to try to challenge

   b. A.R. 5-039: A Resolution to Partner with the Office of Greek Life for a Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Symposium
      i. Second reads
         1. Nathan – hi everyone, learned a lot from our business reps and negotiating, more reasonable asking price. A lot of changes in terms of funding, speaker, and date. Switched to March 28th, trying to bring Jasmine Rand who represented Trayvon Martin’s family. Half the price. Comment made on to Greek-specific. More applicable to all college students on campus. Also financial breakdown and who we’ve asked for funding. Not much else to go off of, down to 5k. Went to finance committee and corresponded with Swathi, who gave it the all clear.
            a. Sean – Why IFC for only $500, why panhell not involved?
               A – Panhell hasn’t responded, asked IFC for funding in
general, this as number they came back with. If you have ideas on encouraging them to donate more let me now.

b. Cam – Reason IFC only $500 claims not a funding organization, also same time as Greek Week event.

2. Nathan – Date was moved, doesn’t conflict with other Greek events now.
   a. Sean – Appreciate all the work you’ve done, was that made clear to IFC and Panhell Exec board, was it made clear to them with no conflict? A – Not explicit in follow-up, Lexi hasn’t returned my email, IFC my bad didn’t follow up and tell them, talked to Cam, asked if we switched to Monday, they said only $500.
   b. Ben – Timetable for funding? A – tight time schedule, goal is to have done before spring break, reached out to orgs, applied for funding, a lot of groundwork. If passed can go to LSA SG tomorrow, if doesn’t happen today don’t think will happen at all.
      i. Ben – do we need 5k between this Tuesday and next Tuesday? A – Hard with committee because not sponsored student organization, account is special events account in office of Greek life, have meeting tomorrow, SOAS moves slowly.
   c. Cam – what time is meeting? A – 9am
   d. Micah – willing to collaborate with BSU? A – Yes.
   e. Jacob- 2nd resolved clause is binding and forceful for members of CSG? A – Meant to be encouraging, not binding
   f. David – Tried going to hall councils? A – Yes, emailed MGC, did not reach out to hall councils
      i. Do you plan to do so? A- Absolutely
   g. Steven – reach out to panhell again? A – Yes.

ii. Proposed amendments
   1. Jacob – Line 23, “are encouraged”
      a. Friendly
   2. Sloane – Line 12, event is spelled wrong
      a. Friendly
   3. Jacob – add last resolved clause, like to mandate that logo is used
      a. Friendly
   4. Michael – Reached out to fraternity

iii. Third reads
   1. Proposed amendment - Ben – POI – allowed to say allocate up to $5k in case of additional funding sources.
   2. Kevin – I’d allow it.
3. Jacob – what happens when IFC, LSA puts that in. concerned about that but up to treasurer.
4. Kevin – I share reservation, if you want to amend language that’s fine, I would leave it.
5. Ben – Would like to propose “up to $5,000”
   a. Jacob - I’d ask for a date
6. Ben – Up to $5,000, decision made on February 24th, 9pm at finance committee meeting.
7. Thomas POI wouldn’t they be less incentivized to look for other funding.
8. Erin POI allowed in regards to voting?
9. Jacob – POI don’t have to fully allocate
10. Ben – Are POI’s questions or statements
11. Motion to move to amendments; seconded; approved
iv. Proposed amendments
1. Jared POI 3 minutes for introduction, 5 minutes for questions
2. Ben – to allow for Nathan to look for additional funding, Nathan is open to looking for funding from additional sources, this clause will allow us to be cost effective and supporting of legislative project. Allow us to give him leeway he needs to engage more groups but still have assurance that event can happen. Hopefully other organs would understand special circumstance. Amendment: Line 26, “up to $5,000…total amount of funding determined 9pm February 24 at CSG Finance Committee meeting”
   a. David – Why can’t we take a lead on this? A – based on nature that is coming from Greek life, we’ve heard from people from IFC in regards to funding, BSU could be potential option, we are committing to take lead but allowing for other organs to follow suit.
   b. Kevin – 4 weeks left, what are you trying to preserve funds for? A – nature of funding is available for projects, little to no funding requested last semester, major increase in funding, more funds available, should allow for other people to join us, in interest of being fiscally conservative.
   c. Zach – last year $10k spent in 2nd to last assembly meeting, annual resolutions. A – Leaving door open.
   d. Wes – There are student organs in summer, they spend that money well.
   e. Nathan – Since LSA SG meetings are Wednesday evening, could be moved to Thursday morning? A – Yes.
3. Ben – allocate up to $5,000…total amount contributed will be determined Thursday February 25th at 10am in special meeting at time Nathan chooses in Ross Winter Garden.
a. Sean – Change resolution “CSG sponsor DEI symposium”
   i. Friendly
v. Third reads
vi. Vote
   1. 23 in favor, 0 opposed, 3 abstentions
   2. Resolution passes
c. A.R. 5-042: A Resolution to Fund the University of Michigan’s “Take Your Professor to Lunch” Program
   i. Kevin – hi guys. Questions?
   ii. Proposed amendments
      1. Michael – take out 2nd resolved
         a. Friendly
      2. 2nd resolved
         a. Friendly
   iii. Third reads
   iv. Vote
      1. 29 in favor, 0 opposed, 1 abstention
      2. Resolution passes
d. A.R. 5-041: A Resolution in Favor of Naming the New Biological Sciences Building After President Emerita Mary Sue Coleman
   i. Second reads
      1. Reid – looking at very similar resolution, shortened, took come superfluous clauses out, included funding details for postage. Sincerely apologize for not being at resolutions committee, didn’t know it existed.
      2. Calling for naming after Mary Sue Coleman, from biomedical field, no women academic buildings, hope for CSG support.
      3. Michael – Mary Sue Coleman is awesome she needs a building
         a. Steven – second that
      4. Ben – reach out to Mary sue? A – yes haven’t heard back
      5. Michael – I think she would be okay with it
   ii. Proposed amendments
   iii. Third reads
   iv. Vote
      1. 29 in favor, 0 opposed, 1 abstention
      2. Resolution passes

XIV. Motions and Other Business

XV. Announcements and Matters Arising
   a. Jacob – strongly encourage you to show up to Stabenow event tomorrow, counts for committee attendance, deep gratitude from me, CSG sponsored
   b. Kevin – Legislative at $5,700 after tonight
c. Sloane – Dance group having show Friday and Saturday in power center, my last show with them, free tickets with passport to the arts.
d. Thomas – help with crows, let me know, event for football board, let me know.
e. Wes – sounds like rain with crows. Congratulations to Meredith Starkman for Wallenberg fellowship
f. Meredith – India next year for theater and dance
g. Dylan - Detroit Engagement Commission, Sunday 7pm
h. David – Prescription drug misuse campaign, Josh Levine’s mom and others, panel for March 9th. Law school. 3 weeks notice, put it on your calendars.
   i. Sarah – phenomenal speaker
i. Katy – sorry missed commission report, rescheduling granola bars for Ugli.
j. Nathan – thanks for resolution support, office of admissions reviewed application and ranking in process, I was deferred. Will put in FB group.
k. Ben – tomorrow 9pm, finance committee couch area of winter garden. Need help with photos
l. Anushka – tab for Wolverine consulting
m. Jared - rules

XVI. Closing Roll Call
XVII. Adjournment 9:46pm